CHRISTMAS JAZZ
Carol of the Bells

Lyrics by KIRBY SHAW
For SATB* and Piano
Performance Time: Approx. 1:45

(\(J = 144\) (\(3\) \(\frac{3}{4}\) \(\frac{3}{4}\)))

Soprano
Alto

Basses only

\[\text{Em} \quad \text{Em/D} \quad \text{Cm7(6-5)} \quad \text{Cmaj7} \quad \text{C/B}\]

Tenor
Bass

Deh deh, beh deh deh, beh deh deh, beh deh deh beh deh deh

Piano

\[\text{Em} \quad \text{Em/D} \quad \text{Cm7(6-5)} \quad \text{Cmaj7} \quad \text{C/B}\]

Hark! Hear the bells, bright sil-ver bells, now ech-o-ing, good—news they bring.

deh deh, beh deh deh, beh deh deh, beh deh beh deh deh beh deh

\[\text{Em} \quad \text{Em/D} \quad \text{Cm7(6-5)} \quad \text{Cmaj7} \quad \text{C/B}\]

*Available for SATB, SAB and SSA
Instrumental Pak includes parts for Guitar, Bass and Drums
ShowTrax CD also available
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